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1'his chapter provides a guideline for teaching conventi�nal, common­
Practice period music theory concepts using well-known English-language Popular songs. I developed the lessons included here in the a-ucible of theuniversity classroom while teaching music theory to undergraduate students
�t Cornell University in 2007. This approach to teaching theory, therefore,
d 
as the advantage of having been created in conjunction with recent stu-
e�ts, who ultimately demonsu·ated mastery of the concepts presented and 
en1oyed doing so. While this tactic has not been tested with a large enough 
group of students to provide reliable data, it is clear that the students who
P�rticipated in these lessons deeply appreciated the oppo1tunity, and they 
�at� �s much on their course evaluations, all of which were quite positive.
1
ndiv1duals made comments like, "It was ina-edible to hear what we were
earning in pieces that we knew," and "The teacher should write her own
�eJctbook using examples from modern m\tSic! ! ! " This chapter represents atrst attempt at presenting this approach to a larger audience. 
BENEFITS OF INCORPORATING CONTEMPORARY-POP 
SONGS INTO TRADITIONAL MUSIC-THEORY CLASSES 
'l'h.e story of how I came to use this approach to music theory demonstratessorne important pedagogical principles. I was working as a teaching assis­tant for a professor of music theory who had developed a clear and consis­tent approach to the topic. Over the course of about 20 years, he honed his
curriculum. He used it annually with non-music majors, who signed up 
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for his music theory course in order to earn a humanities credit. He taugh
t 
. th h. · · · I· o��music eory 1stoncally, presentmg theoretICal concepts not on Y in 
of complexity but also in order of their chronological appearance in co_!ll 
positional practice. Furthermore, he was committed to initially present1J1S
I ch d · rea ea concept by showing the students how the concept was capture 10 d
· ll f · an mustc. A o his musical examples came from the Norton Scores (Forney . 
Hickman 2007), a collection of Western art music arranged in d1ronoJog_i· 
cal order. The professor began the course with the concept of the diato?1
c 
I · h
. 01111. sea e, usmg scores and recordings of Gregorian chant to illustrate is P 
He then focused on intervals, beginning with the perfect fourths_ and �e
r
; feet fifths of parallel organ um. The course concluded with Neapohtan-sittl 
chords encapsulated in music of the Classical period. 
As a doctoral candidate in the music department, I appreciated the pr�-
6 ' h · ted 11 essor s met od. The course material seemed clear to me, and I re1tera 
enthusiastically during the twice-weekly sections I led, taking the student:through the scores and accompanying recordings. No doubt, I would haV 
continued down this path convinced of its merits had we not arrived ataf I ' 
• I 0 moment that seems to occur in every semester: one day, in the midd e 
the fourth week, the teaching assistants had no course material to present 
during the section. "What should we do for an hour?" I asked the professor­
" Ask the students how they think the class is going," he replied. 
It is to my students' credit that they answered openly and honestly when
� posed this question. They said that they were glad to learn abo�t scal�S, mtervals, chords, and so on-after all, this was why they had signed � 
for the course. (Although they were not music majors, many of them ha 
studied introductory music theo1y in high scl1ool, and virtually all of th�!ll 
played an instrument.) But, they said, they were having difficulty absorb�ng 
the concepts. One young man expressed it thus: "It's hard enough leamin� 
all the different inte1vals-why do we have to do it with Gregorian chant­We've never heard Gregorian chant before, so that's two new ideas at once
. 
I I th J 7" sn t ere some contemporary music we could use for the examp e. 
This student and all of bis colleagues, who immediately voiced agre�·ment, hit the pedagogical nail on the head. Learners acquire new kno\v -
edge most easily when they can relate that knowledge to an idea t.heY 
have already mastered. Piaget first articulated this theory of knowled�e 
construction, arguing that children's learning is always governed by the1'.
preexisting mental maps (Piaget 1954, 350-86). When children encouJ1lter a new concept they either assimilate that concept into their menta ' 
ewmap or are forced to alter their mental map to accommodate the 11. information (Singer and Revenson 1978, 13-14). Over time, accord111g
to this "spide1web" theoiy of learning, a learner's mental map develoP
5 
new connections, growing increasingly large and complex. Thus, when 
l 
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we teach co music theory-or any other subject-we ought to present new 
concepts in familiar contexts so that the students can relate these new�cepts to something they already understand. 
m �
r me and my students, following this approach meant changing the
deUS
ical examples used to demonstrate each new concept. For the remain­
so 
r of the semester, I demonstrated theoretical concepts with popular
an�
g�. My students recognized virtually all of the songs I used as examples,
m 1 in most cases, they were able to sing along with some or all of the"
l'
� ?�Y- Therefore, when I isolated part of the song and said, for instance,
u d
is is called a suspension," the students were easily able to identify and
len e:stand the new concept. Since the sound was already familiar, the�rning was a matter of assigning a label to the sound. •1 
a mportantly, our switch from historical to contemporary musical ex­
ml1l.
ples did not undermine the professor's goal of exposing the students to
1 
any of the works in the Norton Scores. During sections, I structured the
a1
ssons so that the new idea, embedded in the contemporary pop song, 
ways came first. As soon as the students were comfortable with the con­
:Pt (usually after hearing the song and reading the score once or twice), 
� moved on to standard theory exercises on staff paper. We resolved V7 Ords, for example, and then discovered how composers historically used at1ct resolved them, using the examples in the Norton Scores. The students
;ere, therefore, able to become comfortable with a succession of music­. eory concepts, to use them in assignments, and to understand the endur­ing importance of ideas first articulated many centuries earlier. 
b Popular songs are useful tools for introducing new theory conceptse_cause of their very nature: these songs are short-usually around fourminutes long-and repetitive, having a strophic or compound strophicVerse-chorus form. Returning to the example above, when I wanted to
:ach about suspensions, using a pop tune made excellent sense. The stu-ents would be able to hear the suspension multiple times, as the verse in 
Which it occurred repeated, and they would understand it in the context of t?e complete musical work. Listening t; an entire pop song even multipletimes takes up only a small portion of the class period and is always wo1th­�hi!e since it gives students a chance to listen repeatedly for a new concept 
111 a brief span of time. 
Using pop music to teach music the01y produced another ·benefit: stu­dents showed a more active interest in the course than they had in the early 
Weeks. For example, one student contacted me to ask what would be taughtduring an upcoming class that he had to miss. When I told him that we 
Would be focusing on "Gangsta's Paradise," he expressed genuine regret. 
tie knew the song well, he said, and would have appreciated the chance to study it in detail. Another student came to class with an anthology of
---
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Billy Joel songs and offered to lend it to me in the hopes that I woul d/�� 
material for the class in the book. These reactions make se�se. Stu �ey 
are more likely to be invested in a class and to contribute to it when w abelieve that they have something to offer. Since most young adults J<nO ·nt
tremendous amount about popular music, focusing on it as a startin� ���g
.
for a class gives students the opportunity to be experts at the very begin Hy,It is the pedagogical equivalent to laying out a welcome mat. Natura
ncethis increases students' confidence in themselves and increases the cha re,that they will articulate their own ideas during the course. Furtherrll�cal
this approach allows students to clearly link common-practice theor: se
concepts to their own music making. If successful living artists use 
h
�w
structures and techniques in their songs, then it is easy to understan d 
relevant they are to contemporary practice. 
CHALLENGES INHERENT IN THIS APPROACH 
One major obstacle to using contemporary pop songs to teach music theod� is the lack of available tools. Although many current theory textbool<S ch 
make use of a few pop tunes, none of the most popular texts used to t�a is
traditional theory depends primarily on pop tunes for examples. rni
s
hitmost likely due to the fact that copyright privileges for many recent rne 
songs are prohibitively expensive (as turned out to be the case with s� rfl 
examples originally intended for this chapter). My solution to this �ro� 
e
ss,
is straightforward: I present contemporary recordings and scores 1� 
a 
As
using them as preliminary examples of the concepts I am tea�l11n
g
cl'iatdescribed above, these songs are always initial examples of new 1d�a\ 
!Jl. 
serve as tools to introduce the next point in the music-theory curncu -�ge
When I first developed these lesson plans, they served as a kind o_f bfl er·
between the students' experiences and the still unfamiliar art-music rep es
to ire. I needed only one copy of the recording ( usually availabl_e �n iT(:isofor $0.99 or on YouTube for free) and one copy of a transcnpt10n 
available online or in print form at your local music store). 1 
• ex·
Another challenge inherent in this approach is that contemporafY 1-1y· g eas amples become obsolete rather quickly. Teachers committed to usin orerecognized popular tu·nes must constantly update their examples �for rn ter
on this point, see Stephenson 2009). The examples included in this chaiere
all worked well with a class of undergraduates in 2007. I offer thern P r atto readers in hopes that they and their students will find them useful O be
least some time to come. Additional examples of popular songs that c��){ atused to demonstrate these and other topics are provided in an appen 1 
the end of this chapter. 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES: A HOW-TO GUIDE
When Usin method• g P
opular songs as examples, I usually followed a four-step 
l. I Verb II 
sou d 
a Y mtroduced the recording ("This song was part of the
the
n track for a hit movie called X; have any of you seen it?") and
2 1 
n played the song through once . Presented 
. . 
mu . 




gomg to listen for occurred. I then presented the technical term 
ho 
t . e concept demonstrated by this group of notes and explained
conw 
'.t functioned in the larger musical context. Essentially, this stepstituted th . . 3. r pl e core of my teachmg for each topic. 
so t?
ed the recording again with the transcription still on the screen
cept :
t the st�dents could both hear and see how this theoretical con-
4. r di _o




uted an exercise sheet, which allowed students to practice
Aft fy
ing and constructing examples of the concept for themselves.er some m· f th I th sam _mutes o working through e exer
cises, presented e 
Sc 
e theoretical concept in an art-music example from the Norton ores By th. · bl . d k 
sen 
· is t1me, students were usually a e to recognize an ma e
se of the concept in a less familiar musical idiom. 
Readers should I 
may Want to expand or alter these four steps but, in doing so,
vocal tr 
<eep �h� following points in mind. First, a standard piano/guitar/
separati�
n scnptron of your chosen pop song will likely be useful. The
melodic 
n of melody and harmony is a helpful feature when emphasizing 
score in �
ovement or isolating a chord progression. Note that this type of
marking
c u_des chord names written above the staff. I usually erased these
a given �
smce often one of our goals was to determine how best to identify
the cho d 
0rd or ?rogression. Howi;ver, near the end of the semester, I left 
Roman �n u




meral ch?rd notation and were able to compare this system with
often in t 
5Ymbols m the sheet music. They discovered that popular music
first Ste 
erprets and designates note groupings differently-an important
Secoid�
o understand!ng other analytical approaches to music. 
ings th i,' teachers usmg this method should be careful to choose record­
ily hea:� 
eature a relatively transparent texture so that students can eas­
harmon � 
four layers usuaJly present in pop instrumentations: melody,
slow ra?' 
ass, an d percussion. Recordings that feature a slow tempo or a 
e of harmonic change are particularly accessible to students who are 
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liste�ing actively for a particular sequence of pitches. Most importantly, t.l:eparticular theoretical concept being examined should be easily locatable 111th , c d' or e song s iorm. In many of the examples below, the relevant melo ic harmonic structure occurs at the beginning or end of the chorus. Focusing 011 . l . ll a musJCa moment that occurs at or near a point of structural demarcauo all_ows students to recognize and isolate that moment more easily than in them�ddle of a phrase or section. Of course, if a good example is buried in themiddle of a song, the lyrics can help the students locate it without too mudltrouble (which is yet another advantage to using English-language pop song
s 
to demonstrate theoretical concepts to English-language students).
SAMPLE LESSONS 
Diatonic Major S<.:ale
The diatonic ma1·or scale is a more abstract theoretical construct thall
th'Smany of the other concepts outlined below. Students need to learn 1
d scale, as well as other scales, but they may be hard-pressed to understan 
why. Providing examples of complete scales used in real music is ofteri 
helpful. Many readers will, I imagine, recall that the Christmas carol "Joy 
to th�, World" begins with a descending diatonic major scale. The "Pas deDeux from Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker ballet is another well-kno""."riexample from art music. An example of a descending major scale used_ iri 
popular music is the bass line at the beginning of Proco! Harum's "Whiter Shade of Pale." Anotl1er example, this time in the melody, is the verse of
the Beach Boys' "Heroes and Villains," which begins on scale degree 4 and 
descends through more than an octave, ending first on scale degree 2 and 
then repeating to end on the tonic. The notes of the scale are not presented 
in immediate succession; many of the pitches are repeated, but the melody
moves inexorably down from one note to the next. 
As an example of the ascending form, I suggest presenting Leonar_
d
�ohen's well-known and oft-recorded song, "Hallelujah."2 This son� 15
10 strophic form with each strophe constructed in ab form. The a section
features a repea;ed phrase in which the melody reiterates the �omin�ntand the submediant, while the underlying harmony moves I-v1. Du�mg
the b section, the melody outlines an ascending major scale, from mediant
to mediant. As in the Beach Boys example, many of the notes are repe�ted
before they move to the next degree. Here is where having a piano/guitar/
�o�al score is immensely helpful: students looking at �e b section melody
lil i_solation may be tempted to identify this as a Phrygian scale. How
ever,
seemg the notes in the context of the diatonic chords that accompany tbem
will clarify the function of these notes.
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to �s�on extension : the class can revisit this example after learning how dia­
nttc armonies are built on the various degrees of the scale. The lyrics to the
th st ve�se are "Well it goes like this/ the fourth, the fifth/ the minor fall andane �aJor lift/ a baffled king composing hallelujah." Students can decipherh a de? layer of musical meaning to the lyrics: the notes of the melody are 
fi��°;�nized by the chords named. "The fourth" is part of the IV chord, "Lhe a d ,, is Part ?f the V chord, "the minor fall" is part of the (minor) vi chord, t� th� maior lift" returns to the (major) IV chord. The teacher may wish 
te:
e�cnbe this as a very specific and musically sophisticated example of the 
to niq�e of word painting and then trace this compositional technique bad<rnadngals written in the 16th century. 
Intervals 
h When l developed these lessons, the professor in charge of the course 
�d students learn intervals by identifying them in real melodies-plain­� ant melodies more than 1,000 years old. I followed the same principle 
13 
Ut used the melody from a popular song instead. The melody of Sophie . · Hawkins's "As I Lay Me Down" features most of the diatonic intervals, 
including the unison and the octave, although this latter interval appears in 
?
1-.
Utline form only at the end of the first phrase in the verse. The intervals in ute first phrase of the chorus are: i PS, J, m6, i m6, J, m7, i m6, J, m3, J, �2, J, m2, i M3, J, M2. The beginning of this phrase is more disjunct than 
'.8 typical of popular songs. Teachers will find it worthwhile to have students 
Identify the intervals in both the verse and the chorus in their entirety. This exercise will also demonstrate that although all sizes of intervals are used in compositional practice, small intervals such as seconds and thirds generally Predominate in vocal genres. Lesson extension : this song modulates from the tonic key of B-flat major to bIII (D-flat major) at the bridge. Things become even more interesting With the subsequent key change to E major ( enharmonically F-flat major). When studying enharmonic modulations, students can analyze and com­
Pare these two successive moves to the flat mediant. 
'tonic, Subdominant, and Dominant Chords 
A useful example to demonstrate the primary triads is "The Rose," whichWas most famously recorded by Bette Midler. (I used Bianca Ryan's versionWith my students.) "The Rose" is a strophic aaba song form, and the a sec­tion consists of a circular progression that begins and ends on the tonic. The 
chord pattern of the a section is : one bar of tonic (I), one bar of dominant 
(V), half a bar each of subdominant (IV) and dominant, and one bar of tonic. The tempo is slow; the accompaniment generally consists of block 
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chords falling heavily on the beat, and chord changes almost always occuron strong beats, usually on the first beat of each bar. Therefore, the chordmovement is easily perceived. 
Conveniently, most published scores for this song are in C major, so stu­dents encountering these chords for the first time can analyze them withoutthe added complication of a key signature. In tl1e particular piano/guitar/vocal score that I use (McBroom 1977), the piano accompaniment featuresthe roots of the chords in the left hand, played as whole notes, with therest of the chord tones filled in by the right hand. This makes the chordseasy for students to see as well as hear. It is worth noting, however, thatmost scores of this song show the subdominant and dominant chords ininve11ed form; teachers can explain the significance of this during the nextlesson (see below). 
The texture of "The Rose" is simple enough that students can perform thissong. Pianists can easily play the accompaniment, and even non-pianistscan manage it in teams of three: each student can be assigned to play oneof the three chords when it appears in the progression-even beginners canplay root-position triads easily enough, using two hands. Students can compare this progression to the one used in "Kiss the GirL''an Academy-Award nominated song from the movie The Little Mermaid. Thisis another song that uses nothing but tonic, subdominant, and dominantchords in the harmony. The verses are based on the 12-bar blues chord pat­tern (see example 5.1), a harmonic progression that has provided the foun­dation for thousands of blues, rod<, and pop songs for more than a centul)'•Other songs that follow this pattern, using dominant-seventh chor�sinstead of triads, are Bill Haley's "Rock around the Clock," Chuck Berry s"Roll over Beethoven," and the Beatles' "Birthday." Little Texas's recordingof "Kiss the Girl" is especially helpful as an introductory example becausethe bass line, which moves from one root-position chord to another, is easyto hear. 
Lesson extension: the lesson built on "The Rose" (mentioned above)can be extended to include chords built on other degrees of the scale. Th_;b section of the strophe continues in the same style but includes iii and vi chords. Another ve1y common pattern including the vi chord is the "Heartand Soul" progression 1-vi-IV-V, which is especially common in doo-w0Pand 1950's pop. It is used for the Five Satins' "In the Still of the Night," BenE. King's "Stand By Me," the chorus of the Beatles' "Happiness Is a warrn
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Gun," the verses of the Beatles' "Octopus's Garden" and Led Zeppelin's 
"D'yer Mak' er," and many other songs. 
Inverted Chords 
Although root-position chords are far more common than any other 
chord inversions in popular music, inverted chords are not too difficult 
to find. One example comes from "Trust Me (This ls Love)," recorded by 
Amanda Marshall .  This song begins with a guitar playing the chords that 
underlie the chorus. This series of chords includes the first inversions of the 
'.0nic, subdominant, and dominant chords. The bass line is given below 
1? example 5.2. Note that students will hear this chord progression many times throughout the song, so they will have repeated chances to recognize tnverted chords in context. Interestingly, when the chorus occurs after the bri<lge (at 3: 16 on the recording), Marshall sings the first two lines without 
�m · · · b onic accompaniment. Students can fill in the texture at this pomt Y playing the chord progression they have learned, thereby reinforcing their un,�e�standing of how these chords support the melody. 
Till Kingdom Come" by Coldplay features a clearly audible � chord at an easily identified cadence at the end of the chorus. It is a good example to 
�: 
wi� studen�s who are learning �o listen for c�ord relationships because 
. entire verse 1s based on the tome chord, makmg the tonal cen
tei of the
rece easy to hear and remember. The bass guitar enters after the firSt verse .
}e. b�ss is easy to follow in the texture as it plays the root of each chord
/ti! tt arrives at the 16-V-I cadence when it plays the fifth scale deg
re�-
� 
the same time, the ;hythm guitar 'and voice state the notes of the tomec 0rd• followed by the dominant. . 
th 
Lesson extension: because the verse of '"Till Kingdom Come" is built on 
th
e I c�ord, it is easy to identify the three melodic pitches that belong to
Th
e tonic triad and then identify and categorize all of those that do not.erefore, this song is useful for learning or reviewing nonharmonic tones.
Non ha . s ions Anr . r�onIC Tones: Passing Tones, Neighbor Notes, uspens Icipations, and Pedals 
Study· . ,, ,, (d" sse
d above inth ing a p1ano/guitar/vocal score of The Rose isc
u 
d e cont f . . t nly the chor ext o pnmary triads), students can perceive no 0 
E 
I 
Xarnple 5 2 
6/4 
. .  
chord 




V I · I
. bass line cad
entla 
Amanda Marshall, "Trust Me (This Is Love)," opening 
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Example 5.3. Amanda McBroom, "The Rose," first phrase 
progression underlying the melody but also how the melody relates 
to
those chords. Thus, students can see and hear how nonharmonic ton
es
work in real music. The first phrase, given below in example 5.3, contains 
a
passing tone (P), a. upper neighbor tone (N), and a suspension (S). 
There are many examples of anticipations in this song; some singers_ 
use 
them more liberally than others, so students will identify them in vanou
s
places depending on the recording chosen. Virtually every recording, how­
ever, contains an anticipation at the very end of the strophe as the harmon
y
moves from V back to I (see example 5.4). The melody anticipates the
return to the tonic pitch, moving from re to do ( scale degree 2 to 1) on th
e
penultimate syllable of the verse. 
A clear example of an incomplete neighbor (Inc N or IN) occurs in the
verses of "Save the Best for Last," recorded by Vanessa Williams. In each 
statement of the verse, the third note in both the second phrase and the 
fourth phrase is an incomplete neighbor. Here the melody outlines the 
tonic triad, and as it leaps upward to the third of the chord, it first lands 
on the pitch above. The incomplete neighbor is particularly easy to spot
when Williams sings the tagline of the song. This motivic pitch sequenc_
e 
recurs frequently throughout the song, so students have many opportum­
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Example 5.4. Amanda McBroom, "The Rose," last cadence 
of strophe 
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ct· �ong the types of nonharmonic tones, students seem to find it most 
i 1 icult to understand the suspension. Luckily, examples of these abound 
�e
s�ng� �at students will instantly recognize. On� is "Because You Loved' originally part of the soundtrack for the movie Up Close and Personal, 
�ecorded by Celine Dion. The easiest to hear suspension occurs during the
,,ast line of the chorus, which states the song's title. The melody note for 
. You," which is the fifth of the V chord or the supertonic degree of the key, 
IS reiterated on the word "loved" on the first beat of the final measure. The 
illelody then falls a whole tone to the tonic, creating a 2-1 suspension. 
Martina McBride's "Independence Day" contains a dear example of an 
Upward-resolving suspension in the first phrase, which is repeated later in 
the verse. Here, the melody is almost completely static: it focuses on only 
two pitches, and the second is the resolution of the suspension. The mel­
ody begins on the fifth of the tonic chord, reiterates this as the harmony, 
?1anges to the subdominant, and finally resolves the dissonance by mov­ing upward to the sixth degree of the scale (the third of the subdominant),
creating a 2-3 suspension over the root of IV . 
. A pedal tone is featured in the introduction and through the verse ofLionel Richie's "Hello." The song is in the diatonic natural minor (or the 
Aeolian mode), and the pedal tone is the fifth degree of the scale (the domi­
nant degree). It is played on the beat or sustained over a i-VII-VI-VII-VI-i 
Progression that repeats four times through the verse. In the recording, we 
hear this tone in the middle register, but in the score I used (Richie 1984), 
�e pedal point is the only note played on the piano by the right hand. It 
is, therefore, isolated on the page and easy for students to spot. A more 
unusual subtonic pedal is sustained through a very similar progression, i­
VII-Vl-VII, at the beginning of the verses in Blue Oyster Cult's "Don't Fear
the Reaper." 
Once students have learned to identify a pedal tone, they will be able to 
comprehend a pedal tone in the bass voice. In art music, pedal tones occur 
most frequently in the bass since they &rive from the pedal keyboard on 
an organ. One example of a tonic pedal occurs at the beginning of Martha 
and the Vandellas' "Dancing in the Street." Another easily accessible pop
music example is Dan Hill's "Sometimes When We Touch." During the 
introduction and the first four measures of the verse of this song, the tonic 
pitch is sustained in the bass while the melody and accompaniment move 
freely above it. A harmonic reduction of the first phrase is given below in 
example 5.5. 
Seventh Chords 
"How Deep Is Your Love," recorded by the Bee Gees, is replete with 
examples of seventh chords. Students can quickly spot them in the sheet 















�xample 5.5. Dan Hill and Barry Mann, "Sometimes When We Touch," harmori�S 
m fi�st �hrase. Words by Dan Hill; music by Barry Mann.© 1977 Sony/ATV Musi
c 
Publ'.sh'.ng and Mann and Weil Songs. All rights administered by Sony/ATV Music
Pubhshmg, 8 Music Square West, Nashville, TN 37203. International copyright se·
cured. All rights reserved. Reprinted by permission of Hal Leonard Corporation.
music as they occur in almost every measure. The short introduction, foret· 
am�le, includes the 1m•i7 and the IV"'•i7 chords. The first phrase moves fnJ11
tonic to iii7 and then down a step to ii7. Note that the melodic pitches on
"morn-ing" and "sun" are the sevenths of those chords, so it is particularlY
easy for students to hear and sing the seventh above the root in the first
phrase. The second phrase begins on a secondary dominant, V'/ii, whid1 
resolves to a ii7 that sets up the final chord of the phrase, V13 _
Two more contemporary examples come from the British band Coldp laY· 
The group's song "The Scientist" features a chord progression that repeats 
four times through the verse; this progression begins with a minor sevenlb
chord built on the submediant degree (vi7). The chord progression is eaiilY
audible since the accompaniment to the melody (at least at the beginning) 
is dominated by block chords played on each beat. 
For a chord progression that begins with a major seventh, listen to co1d­
play's "Don't Panic." The most useful recording of this brief song collles 
from the soundtrack for the movie Garden Stale. On that recording-more 
clearly than on Coldplay's album version-the opening F'11"i7 chord is easil)'
audible. This chord, which is VF in the context of the home key of A min:.,f, 
is also the concluding chord in the progression that shapes the verse. 
Understanding seventh chords leads naturally to learning the form af!d 
function of the dominant seventh chord. "When I Get Where J'm Going,'
recorded by Brad Paisley and Dolly Parton, is useful in this regard be·
cause, like so many of the other songs mentioned, the recording feat�res
a transparent texture, making it easy to hear and identify what the voices
and instruments are doing. The last line of the chorus-a spot that is easY
to pinpoint-is harmonized by a V'-1 cadence. Importantly, at this poi11t,
the melody consists of the fourth scale degree (fa) falling to the third (mi), 
making it easy for students to hear the resolution of the dissonance.
-
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f 'The song "I Dreamed a Dream" from Les Miserables, which never reallyacted · c th. 
I i
nto obscurity, vaulted to super-prominence not very long be1ore isvo um. l · · h B,. . ; went to press when Susan Boyle performed it on the te ev1s10n s ow
Asilazn 
5 Got Talent. It is particularly useful for teaching secondary dominants . 
. Boyle performs it "I Dreamed a Dream" begins in E-flat mai·or. The firSt e1gh . 
, . 
b . t bars, which are diatonic to E-flat major, repeat and then the b section
e 
egins with "But the tigers come at night" (the chord pattern in shown in
d��ple 5.�)- The first melody note in this section, which ha�_Pe?s o_n the 
h nbeat, 1s an £-natural. This note is the leading tone of 11 (F mmor), 
. arm.onized with the secondary dominant V/ii which resolves to F minor
Ill d . , . . 
E 
ue course m the following measure. The placement of the non-diatonic·natural in the melody, at the beginning of a new section and after so mud1ernph · d · Iv\ 
as1s on E-flat, makes for a ve1y recognizable secondary ommant.oreover, this section continues with a string of seconda1y dominants . 
. �esson extension: another accessible example of secondary dominants 
� Lady in Red," originally recorded by Chris de Burgh in the mid-1980s. 
o?
ctly halfway through the chorus, the harmony moves to the dominant 
h 
the subdominant (V7/N), which resolves to the expected N and then to t e dominant of the submediant (V7/vi), resolving to vi. 
Circle of Fifths
th L
ike the diatonic major scale, the ci!·cle. of fifths is _a theoretical 
concept 
at students do not often hear operatmg m real music. It occurs more fre­quently in classical music and jazz than in popular music (for example, two 
�ell-known jazz standards that begin with this pattern are Harold Arlen's 
Ply Me to the Moon" and Jerome Kern's "All the Things You Are"). How­
ever, Gloria Gaynor's well-known disco anthem "I Will Survive" consists of 
a repeating minor-key circle of fifths. The progression begins on the tonic; 
�t each change of harmony, the root M the chord falls a fifth, finally land­
ing on the dominant . The chords change precisely on the first beat of each 
llleasure, so the pattern is easy to follow. 
_Even students who are not adept on piano can play this bass line along\vtth the recording. Using one finger from each hand, anyone can easily 
count up a fourth or down a fifth to find the next note in the pattern. An-







Example 5.6. Alain Boublil, Jean­
Marc Natel, and Claude-Michel 
Schonberg, "I Dreamed a Dream," 
chord pattern in b section 
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the same circle of fifths, but instead of ending on the dominant, it wrap
s 
back around to conclude on the tonic. 
Modal Mixture 
For millennial students, Elvis Costello's recording of "She," a beautiful
aaba form song that was featured in the movie Notting Hill, is probablY
the best-known. Almost all of chords in the a section can be analyzed �s 
belonging to the home key (diatonic major). One exception is shown ,n
example 5. 7. Midway through the a section, the dominant seventh of ii ap·
pears at the lyric "price I have to pay." This resolves to ii as the next phrase
begins, but then the unexpected happens: at the text "song that summer
sings," the melody note, which is the fourth scale degree, is harmonized
with a minor chord. This is IVb3 or minor iv. The third of the chord, which
is normally major in a major key, has been lowered by a half-step to ere·
ate a minor chord. We can think of this chord as being borrowed from tbe
parallel minor mode in an instance of modal mixture. 
The Foo Fighters' recording of "Learn to Fly," which is also a good et· 
ample of modal mixture, does not meet the criteria I outlined above. HeaV·
ily distorted guitars are integral to the sound in this song, so the texture is 
intentionally fuzzy rather than transparent. However, the chord changes are
clear enough, particularly after students have had a chance to follow the
sheet music or a chord chart. The song, which is firmly rooted in B major,
uses modal mixture, incorporating several chords that are borrowed frorJJ 
the parallel minor key, B minor. The verse is built on a repeated l-Vm-IV 
progression. Students will be able to easily hear the flattened scale degree 
7 that is part of the minor dominant (F-sharp minor) because it is part 
of the melody. The chorus continues in this vein and then cadences with 
bVI-bVII-L The flat submediant and the subtonic are diatonic to B-natural 





price I hnveto pay, She may be the song 1hat sum-mer 
sings 
- ,.___ l.o. -
Example 5.7. Charles Aznavour and Herbert Kretzmer, "She," excerpt from a section 
As a material consideration for the rights granted herein Licensee agrees to accord t�e 
following credit: "SHE" (Theme From the BBC/TV Series Seven Faces of Woman) Lyric 
by Herbert Kretzmer; Music by Charles Aznavour © Copyright 1974 (renewed) Standard 
Music Ltd., London, England. TRO-Essex Music International, Inc., New York, controls 
all publication rights for the U.S.A. and Canada. International Copyright Secured. _M�dein U.S.A. All Rights Reserved Including Public Performance for Profit. Used by Perm1ss1on. 
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Modulation
A Many popular songs have sections in different but closely related keys.t\.t example is "One Sweet Day," recorded by Mariah Carey and Boyz II 
c/n· The song begins in A-flat major, and the music underlines this tonal nter through two statements of the verse and chorus-for example, the
:elody begins with and frequently returns to a ti-do mo�ive (l�ading-ton_etonic). The bridge, however, modulates to the relative mmor (F mi­nor), then back to the tonic key and then again to F minor. This is easy�h · ' f ear m the recording and to see in the score because of the presence 0 
:e new leading tone, E-natural. Note, however, that the �otated �elod�the standard sheet music does not come close to capturing the smgers 
wo�k on the recording. Teachers can take advantage of this by initiating a discussion of the limitations of notation, which is probably a needed corrective in a class that focuses so often on the "right" and "wrong" waysof notating music. "One Sweet Day" modulates to the relative minor, which is the key closest to the home key (sharing a key signature and pitch collection) and, therefore, effects a smooth tonal transition. Eric Clapton's "Tears inBeaven" also modulates at the bridge but in this case, it moves to a more
ct· 
, . !Slant key, bVII. The verse and the chorus are in A major, but the bndge section stands out starkly in G major. The previous tonic, A major, is trans­formed into a minor ii chord in the bridge, and the new tonic, G, appears 
f0r t�e very first time here. The bridge ends with the home dominant, E, eadmg back into A major. 
Lesson extension: "One Sweet Day" can also be used to demonstrate c�mmon-tone modulation to a remote key. Immediately after the bridge discussed above, the chorus returns ("And I know," etc.) but this time in the new key of B major, enharmonically C-flat, which is the flat mediant of the home key, A-flat major. The music pivots at this point, where both the tnelody and the bass are on E-flat, which has previously functioned as the dominant. This pitch can be written as a D-sharp, and indeed it is in the Published sheet music, beginning at the next downbeat. This respelling of the pitch reflects that its function has changed, and it is now the third of the tonic chord. This is an enharmonic change, a more advanced concept to present to theo1y students. 
Writing Four-Part Homophony 
One of the best-selling hip-hop singles of all time, "Gangsta's Paradise" by Coolio, was featured in the movie Dangerous Minds. It is useful as a music­theory example because it features an SATB choir singing a four-measure 
ostinato in C minor. Students will be able to hear the chordal movement 
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Example 5.8. Coolio, "Gangsta's Paradise," outer voices of backing vocals. fro�e�d�
mo!ion picture Dangerous Minds. Words and music by Stevie Wo�der, £?oug R�5011gsArtis Ivey, and Larry Sanders.© 1985 Jobete Music, Black Bull Music, Universal M siC,
of Polygram International, Madcastle Muzic, T-Boy Music Publishing, Boo-Daddy \�t
2 Fargone Music, and Large Variety Music. All rights reserved. International �opy
r 
secured. Used by permission. Reprinted by permission of Hal Leonard Corporation, 
ti e two repeated over and over as the song progresses. I gave my students 1 ill outer voices and asked them to fill in the inner voices, as shown below 0 example 5.8. Teachers can as easily give just the bass line or just the so�r��g 
line with the d10rd symbols and have students write the three rerna;' 11_parts. As with many of the other examples included here, "Gangsta's :�sedise" is intended as a bridge to the less-familiar work of J. S. Bach, w 
chorales are so ohen used as the basis for part-writing exercises. 
Motive 
. II 
"You Needed Me," originally recorded by Anne Murray in 1978, 1.5ve-. rnotl clear and well-known example of a melody built on a recurnng dinSMillennial students will likely be familiar with the more recent recor ted by Boyzone. This song begins with an upward-leaping motive of a repea
ti iS pitch followed by an ascending octave, from upbeat to downbeat, whJC 
repeated eight times before the verse concludes. . pie This song is a useful example because the motivic statement is so_sirflbt1l 
and so clear and because the verse melody consists of almost nothing •ve. rnoll this motive. If students track how many times they hear the opening as 3and then look at the notation, they will discover that what they heafcl res 
pattern is not, in fact, precisely the same each time. The song demo�str\11 
two important principles: that motives are often made up of a co�bina�ainof characteristic melodic and rhythmic elements and that mauves re ndtheir distinctive ch�racter if, in each iteration, the rhythm is the sa_rn:; tothe general melodIC contour is the same. Students can be encouiag findbring in other examples of repeated motives, which are not difficult to 
in the popular-music repertoire. 
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�11$JJtjtjJ$1$JJII 
�ample 5 OfTh· .9. Terr G'lk . 
c;· rs," sequen .
Y I yson, Richard Dehr, and Frank Miller, "Memories Are Made
ti •lkyson. © 195�
e rn verse. Words and music by Richard Dehr, Frank Miller, and Terry
C 
011a1 copyright
(renewed 1983) EMI Blackwood Music. All rights reserved. lnterna-Otporation.
secured. Used by permission. Reprinted by permission of Hal Leonard
Seq Uence 
lh·
"Me01ories Ar is Colle t' 
e Made of This" may strike readers as inappropriate for 
0 · · C 10n of · ' . riginai r . current popular-music examples. Indeed, Dean Marlin s  It l ecordmg 
. se f re01 . 
is too old to be considered contemporary, but the song 
and Still 
ains current, having been recorded in the 1990s by Johnny Cash 
era. Man'.11�
r� recently by an Italian electronica band called Kirlian Cam-
p" Ins i coni d. · f th b "'-alllples he . 
c recor mg 1s useful because, as in most o e a ove
for stud ' articulates the notes of the melody clearly making it easy
a ents to h I . 
, 
h motive 
• ear tie spec i fic pitches. Once students have learned w at
p· is, they d Itch lev I are rea Y to learn how a motive, repeated at successive a Straight� 
S, becomes a sequence. "Memories Are Made of This" contains 
Consists 0:t;rd examp_le. In tli_e verse, just before tl,e tagli�e, the n_1el�dy0ne tone low m
ple motive tliat 1s repeated four times, eacl, time begmnmg
The e _
er, as shown in example 5.9. 
s ssent1al c · 1· htl Yncopated O . 
?mponents of this motive are its even rhythm, rts s 1g Y
repeated . P sition on tl1e second and third beats of each bar, and the tP" Pitch The · · · · t1 e ""t of th · sequence is unified by tlie larger-scale repet1t10n m  e words "one" and "some" on tl,e first note of each motive . 
..,, 
CONCLUSION 
throu h gOUtth' to teach t . _
is chapte r, I have made the case for using pop and rock songs
the an. 
ra� itional music theory concepts, to serve as a bridge of sorts lO P music rep • . .i.. • roach ertoire of the common-practice period. Following utIS ap-to tradi'.t�
tudents will learn the now centuries-old concepts mat are central ional . . . . d' ateJy 
fa T 
music tlieory classes in the context of music tllat rs imme l-
edge qu':1�
ar. They will, therefore, be able to assimilate tlleir new knowl­
gap th 
Ic _Y, relate it to their own musical lives and bridge the hiStoricalat exists b . , . Were fir . etween themselves and tJ,e music in which these concepts 
8 . 
st codified. Lit IS it a . P0Pula _PPropnate, as one of my interlocutors commented, to 
use
r mus ic a "b · ,. t ' s alt on a hook to get students into the really 1mportan ' 
90 
���5 
deeper music of the classics?"3 This is a valid question. After all, pop a
uO
rock songs are part of a widely appreciated tradition that is fundamentall)'
different from classical music, and the uniqueness of that tradition is appar­
ent even at the structural level . Harmonies are organized differently in pop
and rock, and responsible teachers should communicate this to studefltS·
Many do, of course, in rock and pop music theory courses offered at institU'
tions around America. But what I have called "traditional" theory courses
are much more widespread. 
Teachers of such courses will need to address this issue with their SW'
dents. They will need to explain that while contemporary popular music
and historical art music have much in common and can, therefore, be use·
fully examined in the same theory class, analysis of pop music has givef
l 
rise to an independent theory that merits study on its own terms. However
,
as Ken Stephenson, an important pop-music theorist, points out, "�
e 
interaction of melody and harmony in rock is best understood in relatiofl
to melody and harmony in Western music over the ages."4 The approa� 
I have outlined here-that is, using American pop songs to exemplify 
concepts first developed in the art music of Europe-can, therefore, serVe
as a beginning point for understanding the theories of both the commofl·
practice period and our own times.
APPENDIX: POPULAR-MUSIC EXAMPLES 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE THEORY TOPICS 




. "Nice Work if You Can Get lt," opening: Vl'5-bVT'5-V'5 GershWt�ry, "School Days," opening chordsChuck 
tl
e 
s "Oh! Darling," opening chord The Bea e ' " d f · tl "I Want You, en o mtro The Bea es, 
Augmented 
Sixth
. "Sentimental Mood, end of chorus Ellington, "Mean Mr. Mustard," end of bridge 
The Beatles, 
T ne Diminished Seventh
common-
o 
vado " end of a phrase 
. "Corco 
' 
d ,, . d Job1rn, ,, hemian Rhapso y, mtro an outro
Queen, Bo 
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L' tnear Bass Patterns
Descending Stepwise Bass-diatonic tetrachord in major
Eric Clapton, "Wonderful Tonight," verse: I-V6-IY6-Y 
The Who, "Pinball Wizard," verse: 1'"'4•3-bV11'"'4•3-bV1'"'4·3-V'"'4•3 
Descending Stepwise Bass-diatonic tetrachord in minor 
Ray Charles, "Hit the Road, Jack": i-(P)-bVl-V' 
Joe McCoy, "Why Don't You Do Right?" verse: i-(P)-bVl-V' 
The Animals, "Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood," verse: i-bVll-bVl-V 
The Beach Boys, "Good Vibrations," verse: i-bVII-bVl-V 
Del Shannon, "Runaway," verse: i-bVll-bVl-V' 
Stray Cats, "Stray Cat Strut": i-bVIF-bVF-V' 
Descending Stepwise Bass-diatonic octave 
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Proco[ Harum, "Whiter Shade of Pale": 1-(P)-vi-(P)-IV-(P)-ii7-(P) ( = desc. third
sequence) 
James Taylor, "Your Smiling Face": I-V6-vi-l�-IV-16-ii7 
Billy Joel, "Piano Man," verse: 1-(P)-IV6-l�-1V-l6-V'/V-V (seventh, not octave) 
Descending Stepwise Bass-chromatic tetrachord 
Elton John, "Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word," chorus: i-V6-lll�-vi07-iv6-V' 
The Beatles, "Being for the Benefit of Mr. Kite," verse: i-Y,6
3
-bVll-ii:-v
Ascending Stepwise Bass 
The Beatles, "Here, There, and Everywhere," verse: I-ii-iii-IV 
The Beatles, "Getting Better," chorus: I-ii-iii-IV 
Bob Dylan, "Like a Rolling Stone," verse:·I-ii-iii-IV-V 
Billy Joel, "Uptown Girl," verse: l-ii-16-IV-V' 
Sequences 
Descending Fifth Sequence 
Arlen, "Fly Me to the Moon," a section: i7-iv7-bVll67-blll'"-bVI67-ii07_\f'b9_i7 
The Beatles, "You Never Give Me Your Money," verse: i7-iv7-bVIF-blll-bV167_ii•7_
V'-i 
Gloria Gaynor, "l Will Survive": i-iv-bV11-blll67-bV167-ii07-V' 
Cat Stevens, "Wild World," verse: i-lV7-bVll-blII'"-bVl-iv-V 
Simon and Garfunkel, "Mrs. Robinson," bridge: V17-IF-V'-I-lV 
Blood, Sweat, and Tears, "Spinning Wheel," verse: V17-IF-V'-I 
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Ascending Fifth Sequence 
Jimi Hendrix (the Leaves), "I ley Joe": bVJ-blJl-bVII-IV-F 
Rocky I-Ion-or Picture Show soundtrack, "Time Warp," refrain: bVl-blll-bVll-IV-I 
Deep Purple, "Hush," chorus: bVl-blll-bVII-IV-15 
Descending Third Sequence 
Proco! Ha rum, "Whiter Shade of Pale": 1-(P)-vi-(P)-N-(P)-ii7-(P) ( = desc. step­
wise bass) 
Ascending Third Sequence 
The Animals, "House of the Rising Sun," anlecedent phrase: i-bJII-N-bVl-i-bIII-V 
Paired-Fifth Sequences 
The Eagles, "Hotel California," verse: i-V, bVII-N, bVl-bIJJ, iv-V 
Aerosmith, "Cryin'": 1-V, vi-iii, IV-I, V (modified Pachelbel Canon progression) 
Other Chord Progressions 
Plagal Cadence 
The Beatles, "Let It Be," end of verse and chorus 
America, "Sister Golden Hair," end of verse and chorus
Elton John, "Rocket Man," refrain 
Pink Floyd, "Nobody Home," end of verse 
Deceptive Cadence 
Paul Simon, "Still Crazy after All These Years," refrain: V-vi, then V-iv) 
The Beatles, "P.S. J Love You," end of verse: bVI, then I 
The Beatles, "I Want to Hold Your Hand," penultimate phrase: JIF (V7/vi) 
Cadential 6/4 
Elvis Presley, "Can't Help falling in Love," end of v
erse
Eric Cl t "T ars in Heaven," end of first tw
o phrasesap on, e . ,, fi . 




, 4 " b · dge· vi The Beatles, "When I m 6 , n : ,, . . 
D
. 
R "A. 't N Mountain 
I ligh Enough, bndge. Illiana oss, 111 o 
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Chromatic Third
The Beatles, "You're Going to Lose That Girl," bridge: bill
!he Beach Boys, "Wouldn't It Be Nice," bridge: bVl 
onnie Tyler, "Total Eclipse of the Heart": i-bJil-bV-bVII
Modes 
Dorian (i-IV)
Santana, "Evil Ways" (1969) 
The Doors, "Riders on the Storm" (1971), main riff
S�, "Renegade" (1978), verse 
Pink Floyd, "Another Brick in the Wall" (1979), verse 
Phrygian (15-b2s) 
Alice in Chains, "Would?" (1992), verse 
Tool, "Sober" (1993), chorus 
Mixolydian (I-bVII) 
The Doors, "The End" (1967), a section 
Steppenwolf, "Born to Be Wild" (1968), chorus 
J. J. Cale, "Cocaine" (1976), verse 
Grateful Dead, "Fire on the Mountain" (1978) 
Aeolian (i-bVJI) 
The Doors, "Break on Through" (1967) 
Deep Purple, "Child in Time" (1970) 
Black Sabbath, "Paranoid" (1971), verse 
R.E.M., "The One I Love" (1987) a section 
Locrian (i5-bV5) 
Black Sabbath, "Symptom of the Universe" (1975), intro and verse 
Rush, "YYZ" (1981), intro 
a,= major seventh 
•
7 = half-diminished seventh (m7b5) 
s = power chord ( open fifth) 
NOTES 
93 
1 _ A number of the songs mentioned in this chapter are published in Evans and
Lavender 1999, the anthology Great Songs of the 
20th Century: 1950-2000. 
94 Chapter 5 
2. I use Jeff Buckley's recording, and I also like k.d. lang's version. I avoid Cohen's
own recordings because his distinctive parlando singing style sometimes obscures
the pitches in his melodies. Buckley's version is the best for our purposes as h
e
clearly enunciates each pitch of the ascending scale. 
3. Martin Hatch, personal communication, September 2009.
4. Stephenson 2002, 74. See also Everett 2008, 192, for similar comments.
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